MicroSurvey FieldGenius
Averaged Geodetic Position Day 2

-

Use this method if you are returning to the existing job created using the “Day 1”
procedure on subsequent days.
Setting up a base on a position that was measured using GPS on a previous day.
You can use this procedure with ANY point that was measured with GPS.
Check measurements to points from previous sessions in this project will pass
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1. Set up the base on the known position

Set up on any point that was measured using
GPS during the earlier session.

2. Select your GNSS Reference
Instrument and pick “Connect”

3. Pick the GPS mode button
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4. Pick on the “Known Geodetic Position”

5. Pick on “Start Reference”

6. Pick “Select Position from Database”
and pick the previously stored point
you are occupying.
Be sure to check your Antenna Height as well.
7. Once you are satisfied you can press
“Set Position”.
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8. Configure the radio settings for the
RTK link. Then press “Connect”.
Notice on your base if your RTK link is now
enabled.

9. Confirm there is a position at the base
and then disconnect from the
instrument.

10. Connect to your rover. Select the rover
from the pre-configured instruments
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11. Configure the radio to listen to RTK
link from the base. Then press
“Connect”.

12. Pick on the observations toolbar to see
the current position of the rover.
Also notice measurement button
change to RTK fixed when that solution
type has been attained.
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13. Pick the GPS Measure Mode button
and do a “Check Point” on a point that
is already in your database. In this
case Point 2.

14. After you move the rover to the check
point location you can go ahead and
take a measurement. You will then be
given your deltas. If you are happy with
them, you can “Store Point”.
You can then carry on working on the
jobsite.
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